To note: B2P automatically routes to the appropriate approver(s) based on the coding.

1. **Is this being charged to Astronomy (Org: 31430)?**
   - **YES**: Peg Herlihy is the appropriate approver
   - **NO**
     - **Is this being charged to HCO Non-Sponsored (Org: 31450 or 31470)?**
       - **YES**: Jason Green is the appropriate approver
       - **NO**
         - **Is this being charged to HCO Sponsored (Org: 31460)?**
           - **YES**: Peg Herlihy is the appropriate approver
           - **NO**
             - **Becky Leung or Theresa Sullivan** are the appropriate approvers pending which PI the charge is associated with.
               - PI Breakdown can be found here.
             - **NO**
               - Reach out to someone within that Department to find the accurate approver